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Gallery
roci east: rauschenberg's encounters in china - 177 in the long and celebrated career of robert
rauschenberg (1925–2008), the rauschenberg overseas culture interchange project has occupied an uneasy
harriet häußler robert rauschenberg: rociand its ... - 1 “rauschenberg overseas culture interchange”,
exh. cat. national gallery of art, washington, d. c. 1991, p. 154. 2 quote from the invitation of roci at the
national gallery of art, washington from 1991, may 8. rauschenberg, roci, and cuba's young lions - 1
confrontation in 1988 renowned artist robert rauschenberg opened his exhibition called r.o.c.i., rauschenberg
overseas culture interchange, in havana, cuba. rauschenberg in china £38 - cornerhousepublications iconoclastic american artist robert rauschenberg (1925–2008) shot over 50 rolls of film during his first trip to
beijing in 1982, resulting in his rare color photography work study for chinese summerhall (1983). just three
years later, he became the first western contemporary artist to exhibit in mainland china after the cultural
revolution as part of his rauschenberg overseas culture ... press release - robert rauschenberg(eng chi) 3
3 16 - as part of the rauschenberg overseas culture interchange, the national art museum of china in beijing
hosted an exhibition of the artist’s work in 1985, which had a significant impact on the chinese art world and
directly influenced chinese contemporary artists in the robert rauschenberg - gallerimartenson-persson 1984 began "the rauschenberg overseas culture interchange" 1990 started the rauschenberg foundation, a
non-profit entity devoted to projects that will increase public awareness about subjects of vital interest to the
artist 1990 created the 20th anniversary earth day poster 1985-1991 roci - rauschenberg overseas culture
interchange 2008 died: in captiva, fl. selected exhibitions 1951 betty ... robert rauschenberg - gemini at
joni weyl - of collaborations with artisans and workshops abroad, which culminated in the rauschenberg
overseas culture interchange (roci) project from 1985 to 1991. in 1997, the solomon r. guggenheim museum,
new york, originated a multi-venue new york retrospective of rauschenberg’s work, an exhibition which
traveled to houston and to two venues in europe in 1998. robert rauschenberg passed away in the ... national
gallery of art news release - american artist robert rauschenberg since 1985 as part of the rauschenberg
overseas culture interchange, or roci, have been donated to the national gallery of art. pyramid series amazon simple storage service - this focus culminated in his rauschenberg overseas culture interchange
(roci), an initiative conceived and executed between 1984 and 1991 through which an exhibition of his work
traveled to various politically charged regions.4 2 the pyramid series was strongly influenced by
rauschenberg’s experiences in the middle east in the 1970s. in the late 1960s he had been introduced by
senator jacob ... in the circm court for the twentieth judicial circuit in ... - founded the rauschenberg
overseas culture interchange to coste art in countries around t e world, initiating cross-border communication
and promoting pe e. one of 1 . rauschenberg's 10 g term goals was the creation of the robert rauschenberg
foundation (foundation), to c ntinue his philanthropic efforts after his death. i procedural ackground 3. rausch
nberg appointed the trustees, darryl ... robert rauschenberg biography - selected photos - 1984 began
"the rauschenberg overseas culture interchange" 1990 started the rauschenberg foundation, a non-profit
entity devoted to projects that will increase public awareness about subjects of vital interest to the artist
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